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Foreword

So come on, join in and follow  
the Disney Fairies into the  
magical season of autumn!

Disney Fairies has teamed up with nature enthusiast 
Ellie Harrison to create the Disney Fairies Guide to 
Autumn. Autumn is the perfect season for families 
to create magical, shared moments and experiences 
and this guide will help you make the most of this 
beautiful season.

Autumn is the ideal time to get out and about, 
explore and share nature together. 

As leaves change colours and beautiful berries appear on 
hedgerows and in bushes, there are so many interesting 
things to see and discover together. 

This magical guide is designed to help you and your family get the 
most out of the season by giving you ideas to get out and about,  
whether in the countryside, local park or even your own garden.
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In the autumn, Iridessa, the 
light fairy is busy turning back 
the clocks and helping Fawn 

to make sure animals that 
hibernate are prepared for 

their winter sleep.

In October the clocks go back by one hour, which 
means it gets darker earlier. We’ve been changing 
our clocks in the UK since 1916. It’s all to do with 
saving the hours of daylight.

This year the clocks move back one hour on Sunday 
30 October at two o’clock in the morning.

Animals can tell that winter is coming because the days  
get shorter and the temperature drops. As winter approaches, there  

is alot less food around, fewer berries, nuts, seeds and insects. It’s also 
very cold. So it takes a lot of energy to stay warm and to find food. If an 

animal uses more energy looking for food and staying warm than the 
energy it gets from food, it won’t survive. So some animals hibernate. 
Their bodies produce a hormone which triggers hibernation. Their 

heartbeat and breathing get slower, they slow down their  
metabolism and they essentially sleep through the cold months,  

emerging again in spring when there’s more food around

Iridessa’s Guide to the 
Change in Season

Why do animals hibernate?Iridessa
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Do you know which of these animals 

hibernate during the winter?
See answers below

These ones do 
hibernate:

Seven spot ladybird
Common toad

Garden snail



Feed garden animals in winter and spring but 
don’t let them become dependent on the food 

you leave out because you won’t always be 
able to supply food, and because their natural 

territories can shrink if they don’t need to 
search for food in the wild any longer.

The most useful thing you can do is leave 
out fresh water during very cold periods 

when water has frozen up outside, or during 
dry spells. Avoid putting milk out.

Birds – uncooked porridge oats, dry breakfast cereal, cake 
crumbs, potatoes, grated cheese, soft fruits or windfall fruits, 

cooked rice. Bought seed (without green or pink lumps 
which can only be eaten when soaked). Flake maize is good, 

sunflower seeds and peanut granules. Ask your parents to 
help you make your own bird cake by pouring melted suet or 
lard onto any of the above and allow it to set in any container 

which you can turn out onto a bird table. 

Squirrels – natural peanuts, sunflower seeds, 
hazelnuts, pine nuts, walnuts, beech nuts, 
carrots and apples. Take particular care to 
clean your feed hopper regularly because 

disease can easily spread.
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You and your family can help 

feed animals this autumn



Holly BerriesHawthorne Berries

	  

Horse 
Chestnut Leaf

Can you and your family 
spot any of these leaves, 
seeds and nuts on your 
autumn walk?

Conker

Sycamore 
Seed

Acorns
Beechnuts

	  

Oak leaf

Fruiting  Mushrooms

Look out for these autumn berries but be careful what 
to pick as some berries can be poisonous. Always ask 
an adults advice before you pick anything.

• Find some beautiful autumn fallen leaves. Bring them home and press them 

overnight by putting them between greaseproof paper and under a book with  

a heavy weight on top. 

• When they’re nice and flat, cover one side of the leaf with glue and sprinkle 

with glitter. 

• Shake off the extra glitter and use it on the next leaf. Once it is dry you can add 

glitter to the other side or leave it natural if you prefer. 

• Now you can fill a small box with them, tie ribbon around the box and stick a 

glittered leaf on top and send them as a ‘Happy Autumn’ gift. 

Rosetta is a garden fairy. She spends the autumn 

busily collecting leaves and other items to make 

pretty decorations and keep the gardens tidy.

Rosetta's Autumn Gift Make  
it

Rosetta
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Rosetta’s Guide to Autumnal 
Leaves and Berries



• Collect Pine cones, red wild berries, acorns or wild nuts to scatter around 
candles or to place as centre pieces on the table.

• Collect some different coloured flowers to place in a vase on the table. Or you 
could even scatter the petals loosely on the table if you do not have a vase.

• Fill clear containers, e.g. vases, with apples (red and green for variation) or 
inexpensive, but pretty and colourful, seasonable vegetables or nuts. 

• Why not collect bright leaves of red, gold and green and heap them up in 
baskets or vases. You could even scatter a few leaves on the table cloth or spray 
paint some gold or silver. 

Remember! Always ask an adult before you pick anything and only pick flowers 
or berries from a garden where you have permission. Never pick berries you 
don’t recognise or mushrooms.

Table decoration idea

Rosetta’s magical 
petal perfume

• Find an empty jar with a lid and wash it really thoroughly. 

• Ask your mum or dad to help you cut a square of old cotton fabric 
and line the jam jar. 

• Now you need to find flowers you like the smell of. Make sure 
you’re allowed to pick them! 

• Try breaking a leaf to see if you like the smell. Now tear the 
flowers or leaves a little bit and put them in the jar, sitting on top 
of the fabric. 

• Fill the jar with enough water to cover all your flowers. 

• Let it sit for a few days then pull the fabric out which should pull 
out all the flowers as well. 

• You can filter the perfumed water again by pouring it through a 
new piece of cloth. 

You can experiment with bark or pinecones or lemons too. It is very 
fresh so it doesn’t last very long. 

Make  
it

Make  
it
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Cut two small “X” 
shaped openings on 

both sides of your bottle.

Push your stick through 
one opening and out the 

other for perches.

Vidia’s Guide to Birds

1 2

Cut out two small 
feeding holes about 2 

inches above each perch.

3
Punch a hole at one 
end of your bottle 

using your nail.

4

Fill the bottle with 
bird seed or finely 

chopped nuts.

6

Find a bird-friendly 
place to hang your 

feeding station.

7 See how many 
birds come to visit!

8

Thread your string  
through the hole and 

tie off for hanging.

5

Have you ever wished 
you could fly like a bird? 
Vidia is the fastest flyer 

of all the fairies and 
knows a lot about our 

feathered friends.
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Vidia

You can create habitats 
for birds in your own back 

garden or local park by 
simply hanging up a bird 

house. Here’s how to make 
your own.

• One large plastic bottle

• One 8–12 inch stick

• Scissors

• A nail

• Twine, thin rope or wire

Remember: Always ask an adult  

to help you when using scissors,  

pins or any sharp objects.

You Will Need:



• Mini-beasts or invertebrates are very 
important in the natural world. Without 
them, we wouldn’t have bigger animals 
and we’d be buried under dead material, 
because some mini-beasts help rot things 
down and recycle them. They are also 
weird and wonderful shapes. 

Woodlice are crustaceans 
like crabs and lobsters

Moths

Centipedes

Woodlice

• Go on a bug hunt by looking under  
rocks and pieces of wood that are on 
the ground or under fallen leaves. In 
the garden you can look under plant 
pots too. Look out for:

Ants communicate using 
pheromones (a kind of smell) 
that they use to tell each other 
if the group is under attack or 

which trail to follow

Ants
There are more beetle  
species than any other 

animals on earth

Beetles

Centipedes have long antennae on the 
front of their heads; they have one pair 
of legs on each segment of their bodies; 

and they are fast runners. But Millipedes 
have short antennae; they have two pair 

of legs on each body segment; and  
they are much slower

Fawn’s tips for going 

on a bug hunt
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Fawn

There are more day 
flying moths than there 

are butterflies. There 
are fewer moths around 
as it gets colder, but if 
you are lucky you may 

just see some
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Find a secret spot that’s  
away from deep water, a steep  

edge or near a road. Some of the 
best-looking dens are made  

from natural materials and are 
better camouflaged!

You can also drape an old blanket 
on a tree to create your den or you 
can tie sticks together with string 

to form a tepee and cover with 
branches or a blanket.

Tinker Bell’s fun activities  
How to build a den

Plan it out and get started using 
bits of wood, long branches and 
leaves. Even a gap in a bush can 

be made into a den. 

As a Tinker fairy, 
Tinker Bell loves to 
make things. Here are 
some ideas for some 
fun activities once 
you’re back from  
your nature trail.

• Find six pieces of long grass about 30cm long or 
use soft stems from other plants

• Put them gently in a bowl with warm water and 
a spoon of vinegar. This will make them easier to 
plait and will clean them

• Tie a knot in the end. Now separate the grass 
into three (two blades each) and gently plait (left 
over the middle, right over the middle)

• Or you can braid them: starting with the 
left hand side, weave to the right going over 
under over under

• When your bracelet is long enough, ask for 
help to tie them together or use some string 
or wool to tie the ends together

• You could offer a bracelet to your friends as 
a sign of your friendship 

Making friendship bracelets 

Tinker Bell
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Silvermist is a Water Fairy, controlling, moving 
and manipulating water. Silvermist’s skills are 
essential for helping Rosetta coax out the new  
trees and plants – rainwater needs to be directed  
to all the right spots! Why not make your very  
own rain gauge to see how much it rains where  
you live?

 
 

You will need:
• Can, at least 3 inches in diameter
• Water
• Masking tape
• Glass jar, about 1 1/2 inches in diameter
• Ruler showing inches and centimetres
• Permanent marker

Assemble your rain gauge:

Step 1

Take the large-diameter can (for collecting the rain) 
and pour 1 inch of water into it. Measure as carefully as 
possible. Pour the water into your smaller diameter jar 
(for measuring the rain). 

Place a strip of masking tape vertically on the outside 
of the jar, and mark both the level of the water and the 
bottom of the jar on the inside. Measure the distance 
between those two marks and divide by ten, then mark 
those increments off on the tape- this will give you an 
easy-to-read scale showing rainfall in tenths of an inch. 
(Use the centimetre side of your ruler for this step.) 

Put the collecting can outside, away from the house, 
trees, or anything else that might interfere with a clear 
rainfall. After a rain shower, pour the contents of the 
collecting can into the measuring jar and record your 
results here. Should you get more than one inch of 
rainfall at one time, pour the water off an inch at a time, 
until the can is empty. Don’t forget to check the can 
soon after the rain, or some of your water will evaporate.

Silvermist’s Guide to Rainy 

Day Activities

Make your own rain gauge

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Silvermist
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• Start with the band around your head. You can use stems 
or very soft branches like willow or evergreen – ideally long 
enough to go around your head two or three times. Tie the 
ends together using string or wool.

• Or if you can’t find stems, use a strip of cardboard or old 
tights cut into a headband. 

• You can make a simple autumnal wreath by collecting 
fallen leaves. Try to weave the stalks of the leaves into the 
headband or through the fine holes in the tights. 

• Or you can stick them to your cardboard band or ask for 
help using thin wire to attach them. You can also use other 
natural decoration – ferns, feathers and grasses. 

• Once you’ve finished wearing it, you can hang it on your 
front door as a wreath to celebrate autumn.

And if it is raining outside, 
here’s an idea for a fun 
activity to keep you busy:

Make an Autumn 
headdress



North East –  
The Farne Islands

North West –  
}Duddon Valley

Scotland –  
Loch Etive

Northern Ireland –  
Rathlin Island

South West – The Stroud Valleys

Wales – Snowdonia National Park,  
the Gower and Skomer Island

South East – New Forest

for an Autumn trail in the UK
Ellie’s favourite places

Keep a sharp eye out for  
a Disney Fairy near you

Height – approx. 5 inches – give or take an inch

Weight – next to nothingWings – the pattern  
of each fairy’s wings  

is different

Children are more prone 
to finding fairies

The best time to spot a fairy  
is when each season turns, as this 
is when they are busiest. Autumn 

is perfect!

Fairies are so busy with their various tasks that 
they sometimes have to work at night. If you’re 
very careful you might catch the wisp of a shiny 
wing darting through the trees or the glow of a 

fairy late at night

Be very careful though, for  
if a fairy is startled, the glow 

can wink out altogether To humans, the fairies’ 
language is heard as the 
faintest tinkling of bells 

Follow in Ellie’s footsteps with her 

guide to the best places for an autumn 

trail in the UK 
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